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Abstract— In this paper, in a deep drawing operation carried 

in Daulat Industries, Gaddi godam, Nagpur, a sheet metal 

called blank is placed on a die cavity, held in position using a 

holding plate or holding ring and pressed against the die 

cavity using a solid punch. The sheet metal attains the shape 

of the die cavity with flat bottom. Both die and punch should 

be provided with corner radius in order to avoid shearing of 

the sheet. Very limited and small amount of work for design 

improvement in shape of die, improvement in defects and 

analysis on suitable die punch shape has been observed and 

there is still a need for further work. At present the company 

is not able to produce their product with the mentioned 

qualities. The company is not equipped with the CAD and 

FEA techniques because of which they lack the qualities in 

their product and results in failure. By generating appropriate 

design in CAD and  simulate by using FEA  techniques on  

their product we will be able to improve the qualities ( i.e. 

weight, strength, density, and corrosion resistance ) which 

will ultimately benefit the company and reduce their time and 

effort.         
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Sheet metal fabrication plays an important role in the metal 

manufacturing world. Sheet metal is used in the production 

of materials ranging from tools, to hinges, automobiles etc.. 

Sheet metal fabrication ranges from deep drawing, stamping, 

forming, and hydro forming, to high-energy-rate forming 

(HERF) to create desired shapes. Cup drawing or deep 

drawing is one of the widely used sheet metal forming 

operations. Cup shaped objects, utensils, pressure vessels, gas 

cylinders, cans, shells, kitchen sinks etc. are some of the 

products of deep drawing. 

In this process, a sheet metal called blank is placed 

on a die cavity, held in position using a holding plate or 

holding ring and pressed against the die cavity using a solid 

punch. The sheet metal attains the shape of the die cavity with 

flat bottom. Both die and punch should be provided with 

corner radius in order to avoid shearing of the sheet.  During 

drawing of sheet into the die, there is thickening of the sheet 

upto 12%. Therefore, clearance is provided between the 

punch and die. The radial clearance therefore is equal to the 

sheet thickness plus the thickening of sheet. Punch pushes the 

bottom of the sheet into the die cavity. The flat portion of the 

sheet under the holding plate moves towards the die axis, then 

bends over the die profile. After bending over the die profile 

the sheet unbends to flow downward along the side wall.  

The vertical portion of the sheet then slips past the 

die surface. More metal is drawn towards the centre of the die 

in order to replace the metal that has already flown into the 

die wall. Friction between holding plate and blank and that 

between die and blank has to be overcome by the blank during 

its horizontal flow. 

 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

S. P. Avadhani, Pratik Phadnis [1] The papers mainly focuses 

on different operations done on single setup of die punch in a 

single stroke, presently these operations are done on three 

separate setups which leading to reduce the production rate 

and increasing cycle time with cost as well. The theoretical 
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calculations were done for calculating cutting force, tonnage 

required, Von-Mises stresses, fatigue life, buckling load and 

total deformation. The 3D parts are modeled in CATIA-v5 

and saved in .stp file format so that it can be imported from 

any of the analysis software. As per the companies 

requirement cad drawings are drawn in AUTOCAD software. 

The various analyses like Von-Mises stress analysis, fatigue 

life, are carried out on Ansys 14.0 workbench analysis 

software and results are compared with theoretical results. 

The results are within 5% of allowable limit.  

Vivek D. Barhate, Dr. Sachin G. Mahakalkar [2] 

Progressive die performs a series of operations in a single die 

at two or more workstations. There is given finish part at each 

stroke of press machine. Design and development of 

progressive die is one of the important phase in sheet metal 

manufacturing. The small error at any work station can 

induce heavy manufacturing losses through die failure, part 

geometry distortion and production risk. This research deals 

with designing a progressive die, simulating the blanking and 

piercing process. By using this die we can produce accurate 

component. In this work authors have designed a progressive 

die which have two work stations. The former operation is 

piercing and is followed by blanking. It is the material 

removing tool. This design tool is used in Mungi Engineers 

Pvt. Ltd. for manufacturing the part of differentiate gear box 

casing cover. There is the no of workstation gives the no of 

operation formed on the part. Required modeling is done with 

CATIA.  

Teh Soon Chiang [3] The deflection between FEA 

simulation and experiment test results still exist which affects 

the quality and accuracy of the results. Addressing it has 

become more challenging due to more stringent demands on 

simulation processes. It is becoming necessary to very rapidly 

identify sources of unnatural deflection for diagnostic and 

intervention purposes. The problem include the less efficient 

design for die and punch, limited die and punch for complex 

shape, and the unknown displacement control for round shape 

bending process of sheet metal. For methodology, a v-shape 

bend experiment and a v-shape bend simulation is done to 

show result. Comparison between the results of experiment 

and simulation to measure Algor's analysis accuracy which is 

applied to simulate round shape bend of sheet metal. 

Characteristics of sheet metal such as springback are 

observed during the simulation analysis. in addition, several 

designs are proposed for round shape bend and to determine 

which design is best for bending 62.5 mm radius sheet metal. 

A data sheet containing the displacement control of the press 

brake machine is developed from the simulation. The 

framework used to develop the data sheet is general enough 

for further investigation by either evaluating other designs of 

its components or by extending its application to other 

problems. 

Chandra Pal Singh, Geeta Agnihotri [4] This paper 

is highlighting recent research work and results in deep 

drawing. Deep-drawing operations are performed to produce 

a light weight, high strength, low density, and corrosion 

resistible product. These requirements will increase tendency 

of wrinkling and other failure defects in the product. 

Parameters like as blank-holder pressure, punch radius, die 

radius, material properties, and coefficient of friction affect 

deep drawing process. So a great knowledge of process is 

required to produce product with minimum defects. This 

review paper has given the attention to gather recent 

development and research work in the area of deep drawing. 

It has been concluded that optimum blank shape reduces 

forming load, increases forming limits and reduces 

possibilities of wrinkling and tearing. FE analysis may be 

used as an efficient tool to determine upper and low forming 

limits that refer respectively to the initiation of rapture and 

wrinkling of the sheet metal. 

Jyothi Bhaskar, G Sathya Prakash [5] In this paper 

main steps are Design and FE analysis. In this project 

complete tools are to be designed, according to American 

Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) standards. Also 

mathematical correlations also have to be included for die 

design for die parts. Second step are FE analysis in this 

process boundary conditions are load on punch and die. The 

modeling, assembly and drafting is done by using 

PRO/ENGINEER software. Structural analysis is to done on 

the die by applying punching force. Analysis is done in 

Ansys. 

Rupali Chavan, Navneet Patil [6] Progressive die is 

an economical way to form metal components with variety of 

characteristics, including strength, durability and wear 

resistance. In this research work, four stage progressive die 

has been designed for manufacturing of given industrial part. 

Finite element method (FEM) analysis is done for piercing 

punches, bending punches, piercing block, bending block, 

bottom plate, top half plate and pillars. The analytical and 

FEM result of critical components of the die is sound and the 

percentage of error is within the acceptable range.  

B.V.S Rao, G. Chandra Mohan Reddy [7] The 

objective of this work is to predict the fracture limit of deep 

drawn cups. This would help in preventing rejections in deep 

drawing industry. This can be achieved by setting the blank 

holder force appropriately. Also it would save material and 

reduce the total cost. In this work numerical simulations are 

conducted by considering five different parameters namely 

punch radius, die radius, clearance, coefficient of friction and 

punch diameter using finite element explicit solver 

LSDYNA. Modeling of the setup is done using hyper mesh. 

In this work simulations are carried out as per L-27 

orthogonal array suggested by Taguchi. A combination of 

finite element method and Taguchi analysis is used to 

determine the influence of process parameters on fracture 

limit in deep drawing process. During analysis the value of 

optimum BHF is arrived by performing a number of trial runs. 

Also Column effect method and plotting methods are used for 

finding out the most influencing parameters and their 

interactions respectively for analysis. The studies reveal that 

punch diameter is most significant parameter for deciding 

fracture limit followed by die corner radius and clearance.  

Ravindra Reddy, B.V.S.Rao [8] Wrinkling is one of 

the main defects in deep drawing operation which can be 

eliminated using blank holding force which has to be 

optimized as lower blank holding induces wrinkles and 

higher blank holding force promotes tearing. Hence the limits 

of wrinkling and fracture have to be established. Wrinkling 

and fracture limit depends on various tooling, process and 

material parameters.  

In this work the effect of tooling parameters like die 

profile and punch profile on wrinkling and fracture limits are 
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investigated using a finite element explicit solver 

LSDYNA3D. Constant blank holding force is considered for 

analysis. 

A. Identified Gaps in the Literature 

From the above literature survey we found that many 

researchers have presented their work on design analysis of 

metal drawing operations, studies has also being carried out 

on various drawing parameters, development and 

optimization in die and punch, shape optimization. Very 

limited and small amount of work for design improvement in 

shape of die, improvement in defects and analysis on suitable 

die punch shape has been observed and there is still a need 

for further work. Understanding the problems this work is 

mainly focused on design improvement in shape and analysis 

of die and punch for special deep drawing. 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In this company, Deep-drawing operations are performed to 

produce a light weight, high strength, low density, and 

corrosion resistible product. But at present the company is not 

able to produce their product with the mentioned qualities. 

The company is not equipped with the CAD and FEA  

techniques because of which they lack the qualities in their 

product and results in failure . 

 
Actual Images of component need to be manufactured 

A. Specification 

Material – Mild Steel 

Cup diameter (d) = 60mm 

Cup height (h) = 31mm 

Cup thickness (t) = 1mm 

2mm deep feature with 38mm diameter, 

10mm center hole and 4mm mounting holes can be drilled 

with drilling machine 

yield stress = 275 MPa  

B. CAD Model 

 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

First the data will be accumulated from DAULAT 

INDUSTRIES, Nagpur. After data accumulation CAD 

modeling of the component will be performed. By generating 

appropriate design in CAD software FEA simulation will be 

performed by using FEA techniques to improve the qualities 

of the component. After that result will be discussed and 

according to results generated fixture will be modeled. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This work involves the deep drawing parameters 

optimization. The detailed study of deep drawing and 

embossing, various affecting parameters has assisted us to 

gain deeper knowledge. By performing simulation of a deep 

drawing process company will be directly benefited as the 

work will help them to improve quality to reduce both time 

and effort. 
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